A technology by:

drydØr
zero holes
Ethical Hacking for
your company’s
cybersecurity

SOLUTIONS

AVOID RISKS

We help your company to keep a full
vulnerability control program on your
tech platforms.

We close the doors to cybercrime at
your company.

COMPLETE SERVICES
drydØr delivers full Hacking
services for your own or third party
web or mobile APP platforms.

Strengthen the weak spots that cybercrime would exploit to harm you company and

get our zero holes guarantee
Why drydØr?

EFFICIENT

VALUE

NON-INTRUSIVE

CONTROLLED

Up to 80% of the
audit process fully
automatized.

Our top senior teams at
the service of your
company.

On cloud audit &
scanning for total
confidence.

Light, periodic &
semi-automatic audits for
total control.

WE PRESENT OUR
ETHICAL HACKING SERVICES

Your infraestructures under control

Secure all your website technology

Get to know in detail and fix your technological
infrasestructures breakpoints with the finality of
preventing the cybercriminals access.

Ensure with drydØr your presentations and website
apps which you work and ensure they are duly
securized. So that we may validate your security
guarantee.

secured

protect

Analize your company apps
Manage every vulnerability point belonging to your
company apps and put on the market for the use of
clients and users.

Manage the security of your external
apps
You can be sure of the apps which your staff use to use
in the company devices are secured and they are not an
accesible point of entry to the cybercriminals.

ASK PRICES

drydØr zero holes
ETHICAL HACKING FOR YOUR COMPANY’S CYBERSECURITY

Vulnerabilty management & scanning: Semi-automated vulnerability watch, detection and
exploiting of your exposed services and applications.
Reporting: Personalized audit reports & ticketing integration for vulnerabilty watch
programs.
Intelligence: Classification, categorization & correlation of detected vulnerabilities.
Server Discover: Detection of all elements in your network and open services.

info@drydor.com
www.drydor.com // www.wsg127.com
+34 910 700 549
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